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Colonel W. de Basil
And the Great Tradition

By ARNOLD L. HASKELL
Author of “Balletomania,” “Diaghileff,” etc.

WHEN Diaghileff died in 1929, many lovers of ballet confidently buried it in Venice with him, while those who had been his associates even in a remote degree appointed themselves as his successors, eager for the prestige, but unaware of what the burden involved. They talked, they planned and they quarrelled, but the curtain never went up.

Colonel W. de Basil presenting the first evenings of Ballet in 1931 with his Season of Opera at the Lyceum. The result was welcome but very far from the perfection of two years later, and it certainly failed to satisfy its creator. It was an apprenticeship from which great things were to come.

Colonel de Basil believes in the further development not only of his own company, now the biggest that has ever been on tour, but of the art in general. He feels that the public must be limitless for the one art that truly speaks to the whole world.

He is doing much to safeguard and to shape the future. Nothing must be left to chance. In the ballerina’s schools in Paris and elsewhere he has many small wards whose education he supervises and pays. They are the debutantes of 1940 and on. If two out of ten turn out to be premiere danseuses, he will feel himself well rewarded. I have seen many of these children at work. They promise great things.

His plans also include much that is new in music and painting, and for that purpose he is forming advisory committees of painters and musicians who will keep him in close touch with what is best and most progressive in their countries.

Artists

Tatiana RIABOUCHINSKA
Anna VOLKOVA
Natalia SORINOVA
Nina GOLOVINA
Nadia SMIRNOVA

Tatiana TOUMANOVA
Olga MOROZOVA
Seno OSATO
Tatiana LIESKOA
Nina POPOVA
Sonia ORLOVA
Lidia COUPRINA

Nina VERCHININA
Alexandra DENISOVA
Marina SVETLOVA
Lina ZAROVA
Ludmila LYOVA
Tatiana BECHENOVA
Marta AZKOVA
Helene LINEVA

Vera NEMTCHINOVA
Tatiana STEFANOVA
Anna LEONTIKVA
Galina RAZOUMOVA
M. BONTCHAROVA
Kira BOUWINA
And others

Mme. Lubov TOCHBRCHIEVA will be the Guest Artist, and will perform the role she created in “FRANCESCA DA RIMINI.”

Paul PETROFF
Marcas LAULRE
Serge ISMAILOFF
Boris RUMANINE
Vladimir IRMAN
Nikolai IVANGINE

Yura LAZOVSKY
H. ALGERANGOF
Boris BELYSH
Grigori ALEKSIKOF
Sviatoslav TOUMINE
Anton VLASSOFF
dorothy slane
studio of the dance

classes and private lessons in
russian ballet

incorporating both
ceccetti and
royal academy
methods

principals:

miss dorothy slone
M.I.S.T.D., cecchetti
R.A.D., london
southern chambers,
316 king william street

Miss E. M. Tuckwell A.T.C.L.
(Member of the Musical Association)

Receives Students for all grades and prepares
for Examination in

Pianoforte,
Theory of Music,
Harmony, and
Principles of Teaching

Studio: A.N.A. BUILDING, FLINDERS STREET
(Second Floor)
Phone: F 3936 (Residence)

For Deliciously
Appetising Meals!

NATIONAL
CAFÉ

Make the National Café your
daily rendezvous for Morning and
Afternoon Teas, Lunch, Dinner
and Supper. Snow-white linen,
gleaming silver and freshly cut
daisies dully adorns the tables—
and you get speedy service.
Our usual menu will shortly be
augmented with
Vegetarian
Dishes. The National Café is
air-conditioned! There's a Grand
Piano available for entertaining
guests at Wedding Receptions,
Parties, etc., for which we cater.
The National is NOW under
the same management as that
popular café—"The Cabin", at
41 Rundle Street.

3 Course Meals from
11.30 a.m. to 2.30 p.m.
5 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Morning and Afternoon Tea.
Grills, Coffee, and After
Theatre Suppers till 1 a.m.
In a true Continental
atmosphere.

NATIONAL CAFE
Located under Ingerson's
32 KING WILLIAM ST.  C 2823
"PAGANINI"

The great violinist, Nicolo Paganini, "incomparable master of the divine art of sound," inspired not only enthusiasm and wonder in his contemporaries, but also superstitions, fear, and evoked not only admiration but also envy and hatred.

His extraordinary virtuosity, his demon-like appearance, the unearthly quality of his playing and his manner on the concert platform gave his enemies a pretext for spreading the most fantastic rumours about him. It was said that it was the Devil himself who taught him his remarkable art, and that on the concert platform the hand of Satan was helping him. When Paganini appeared before his audience envy was aroused and gossip travelled from row to row, and in the imagination of many it seemed that the goat-like face of Satan with numerous horns was actually standing at Paganini's back playing the violin instead of Paganini. They imagined that the sound of his violin evoked dark forces, that the dead rose from their graves, and that an inferno surrounded the magical musician.

All his life Paganini struggled against defamation and jealousies. His weapon was his violin. But the greater perfection he attained the more did his art seem supernatural and the more envy did it arouse. Paganini believed that his genius came from God and that it was the greatest gift which could be bestowed upon a human being, but this legend nevertheless grew upon him so that his outlook on life became warped.

In the Ballet three episodes are taken during the life of the artist: (a) Paganini on the concert platform; (b) Paganini amongst the people; and (c) Paganini in his solitude.

The first scene conveys the impression which the artist makes on his audience, and in the second scene he is amongst the people. Fear of him was so great that women made the sign of the cross when they met him, but when he took an instrument, sometimes a guitar, which in fact he played with as much virtuosity as the violin, he produced such music that the crowd became fascinated and hypnotised, with the result that they followed him spell-bound.

In the third scene the artist is alone in his suffering. He is fully aware that his enemies deny him his genius, but nevertheless they have created a number of imitators with the result that all these imitators of Paganini represent but ugly caricatures of the maestro.

Rivals, imitators, lies, jealousies, spiteful critics torment Paganini and it seems to him that his art is growing dim. He doubts the purity of his music and he can no longer compose or play. He is obsessed by nightmares, but in the end all these dark forces are conquered, and the dying artist clasps closely to his breast his violin into which he has poured his whole soul, and he departs into a world-beyond with the knowledge that he has fulfilled his duty by serving humanity though beauty.

"LES SYLPHIDES"

In a wooded glade under the gentle glow of silvery moonbeams, the dancers, attired as sylphs, dance to the romantic strains of Chopin's music, to the dreamy nocturnes, languorous waltzes and animated mazurkas, transporting their audience to another world.

This was first produced in St. Petersburg for a charity performance under the name "Chopiniana", and it was later taken into the Maryinsky repertoire, where it soon became a favourite of the great ballerinas. The magnificent poses of the corps de ballet were actually arranged by Fokine during the playing of the overture.

Re-christened, Diaghileff put it into his first programme in 1909. It remained as his favourite ballet throughout the twenty-five years. He said, "It was no corps de ballet, all are premières danseuses."

Chopin's melodies which are used in "Les Sylphides" include: Nocturne, Op. 32, No. 2; Valse, Op. 70, No. 1; Mazurka, Op. 33, No. 3; Mazurka, Op. 67, No. 2; Prelude, Op. 28, No. 7; Valse, Op. 64, No. 2; Valse, Op. 18, No. 1.

The seventh prelude is played before the curtain rises, and then the Ballet ensembles begin the dance with the Nocturne and conclude with the Valse, Op. 18, No. 1.

"Les Sylphides" is by tradition always given as an opening ballet in the seasons at Covent Garden Opera House, and also in Continental theatres.
"Dorothea" Maker of Dainty Creations

Hats which are comfortable and stylish...
Hats you can wear...
Distinctive Styles made to match your day or evening frock.
Bridal veils and gowns made to your own design.

G-O-L-D!

NOT ALL THE PAY DIRT upon which men have developed fortunes have been loded with gold. More money has been made at the turning over of Real Estate investments than ever was made in the taking of gold from ore land.

IT IS THE ADVENTUROUS SPIRIT that makes men seek fortunes in mining, but it is the conservative investors who prefer to put their destiny in community advancement, and grow rich in the sure, natural increase in land values based on sound prospects, commercial and residential trend.

No Deposit - No Interest
Sixpence a Day - Five Years' Terms

"VIGNOLA"
French Coffee Lounge

For Exclusive
MORNING TEA, LUNCHEONS,
AFTERNOON TEAS, and
LATE SUPPERS

Visitors to Adelaide who are in doubt as to where to spend a pleasant afternoon or evening would be well advised to go to—
"Vignola"
The Only Continental and the Most Popular Cafe in the City.

ADELAIDE ARCADE
Open from 10 a.m. till 2 a.m.
Also Sundays from 6.30 p.m. till 12 p.m.

The 'Spirit of Progress' in the Dance

Have your child taught where she will be trained on modern, rational lines. Special "Baby-work" for the 4 to 6-year olds. Modern Ballet on a basis of traditional fundamental technique. Learn how to blend "Dance Quality," with technique. Special Classes for Business Girls. Limbering and Stretching for Figure Culture. Private Groups for the Mothers. FENCING—London Dip.

WANDA EDWARDS
71 Gawler Place
Tel. C. 3916 and X 1686
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Adelaide Development Co. Pty. Limited,
83a Grenfell Street, Adelaide
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Write or Post this Coupon for Particulars.
The repertoire of Colonel W. de Basil’s Company for Adelaide consists of 16 ballets. Over 80 famous painters, composers, writers and choreographers have collaborated in the production of this repertoire, and the Australian public will see the work of many years of a number of famous choreographers such as Pepita, Fokine, Massine, Balanchine, Nijinska, Nijinsky, Lifar, Romanoff, etc.

Amongst the choreographers of the present day, David Lichine is worthy of special attention because of his great talent. His wonderful productions have had a well-deserved success in Australia, especially his ballet, "Graduation Ball," which had its world premiere in this country.
The New and Popular
ALE obtainable at all
LEADING HOTELS!
Draught and bottled!

Springfield
Ale & Stout

At your Next Theatre Party Drink SPRINGFIELD ALE
It adds Distinction to your Luncheon!

The Outstanding Quality and Appearance of 'Springfield'
make it First Favorite
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TATIANA RIABOUCHINSKA

TAMARA TOUMANOVA
As the art of mime to the ballet, so the use of gay and airy nonsense in decor, can express the changing mood, can increase the tempo of life, can give meaning to our back grounds.

Come and see what Decorations can offer you for inspiration for your back ground.

Decorations
91 Grenfell Street, Adelaide

Furniture, China, Silver, Glass, Lamps and Furnishings.
C. 5702
“SWAN LAKE”

This is an abridged version of a four-act ballet composed by Tchaikovsky between August, 1868, and March, 1876, and produced at Moscow, February 26th, 1877. The story concerns a Princess and her Companions who have been changed into swans by the spells of a wicked Sorcerer, but are permitted to resume human shape from midnight to dawn. A young Prince and his friends have planned a nocturnal hunt near a lake where, the night before, they had seen a Flock of Swans. But the Queen of the Swans reveals herself to the Prince, who orders the hunt to be abandoned. He falls in love with the Queen of the Swans, but at break of day she and her companions become swans once more and fly away. The Prince attempts to follow them, but the Sorcerer bars the way. Powerless against his spells, the Prince dies.

“FRANCESCA DA RIMINI”

The Lord of Ravenna, desirous of ending the long years of strife that have existed between his own Signory and that of Rimini, proposes to establish peace by offering his daughter, Francesca, as wife to Gianciotto, son of the Lord of Rimini. Gianciotto, however, is so deformed that, fearing Francesca may refuse him, he sends his handsome brother, Paolo, to marry her by proxy and escort her to him. But the formal ceremony has become reality and Francesca and Paolo are in love with each other. At the rise of the curtain, Gianciotto is seated on the dais, attended by a number of evil Dwarfs. Seated below him are a number of courtiers with whom he debates what action shall be taken should Francesca refuse him. The discussion becomes so heated that blows are exchanged between the courtiers.

In the midst of the confusion news is brought of the arrival of Francesca, who is accompanied by her nurse, Chiara. Francesca enters and dutifully kneels in homage to Malatesta. But when he looks at her and Francesca is made aware of his deformity, she is overcome with horror. Girolamo, Malatesta’s spy, informs his master that Francesca is in love with Paolo. Malatesta is furious with rage, and threatens Francesca.
Gloriously deep in tone, its shade worthy of the richest velvet, ENGLISH PETUNIA brings to you unmatchable loveliness. If you're not so young, wear it with Cyclax Mid-Brunette, Geranium, or Bloom of Nature rouge and look charmingly natural, yet with your personality subtly emphasised. If you're young and a brunette let ENGLISH PETUNIA Lipstick tell its story unaided by Rouge—just Cyclax Dark Rachel powder base and Banana Powder.

The Cyclax Consultant (Miss Nott), Myer's Ground Floor, will show you bewitching combinations based on this rich and lovely

**CYCLAX**

of London

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English Petunia Lipstick</th>
<th>MAUVE CASE</th>
<th>GILT CASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7/6</td>
<td>8/6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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VERA NEMTCHINOVA

NINA VERCHININA

TAMARA GRIGORIEVA

OLGA MOROSOVA
The pupils of a fashionable girls' school in Vienna are giving their annual ball to the graduates of the Military Academy. In honour of these, the girls and the other cadets have devised a divertissement. The cadets are brought to the ball by the old General, who is head of the Academy. His immediate sympathy for the headmistress is reciprocated and a violent flirtation between them follows. From the moment the girls and cadets perceive it, they abandon the decorum of the ballroom and the ball is transformed into a gay revel. It ends on a wistful note when the headmistress disturbs the rendezvous between the cadet and the girl who have danced "Perpetuum Mobile."

"SPECTRE DE LA ROSE"

A young girl who has just returned from her first ball sits dreaming. The spirit of the rose she is wearing visits her, and they dance together. He leaps out of the casement, and then she awakens, saddened and disillusioned.

This small poem, first seen in 1911, popularised the classical dance in Paris, and turned the attention towards "Sylphides" and other ballets sur les pointes. Previously the French public had looked to the Russians purely for the exotic.

"PAVILLON"

At midnight the spirits of the garden surround the Pavilion where a poet awaits a young lady. The spirits bewitch the poet who, forgetting his tryst, comes out of the Pavilion and is enticed away.

The young lady appears, and finding the poet has not kept his word, is deeply grieved.

The poet is brought back by the spirits, and seeing the young lady, consoles her, protesting his devotion. Playfully, the spirits try to separate the lovers, but day approaches and they lose their power over the young couple, leaving them to their love.

"AURORA'S WEDDING"

This ballet, which shows the dances at the marriage feast of the Sleeping Beauty, has no developed story. Among the guests are the various fairies and nobles, the Blue Bird, Little Red Riding Hood, and other fairytale celebrities. Aurora herself dances with her Prince.

This one-act ballet was carved out of the Sleeping Princess, and first given in this form in the Paris Opera in 1922.

Stravinsky writes: "The convincing example of Tchaikovsky's great creative power is, beyond all doubt, the ballet of the Sleeping Princess."
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ANNA VOLKOVA

ANNA LEONTIEVA

ALEXANDRA DENISOVA

SONO OSATO
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ALEXANDRE PHILIPPOFF

SERGE GRIGORIEFF

V. GRIGORIEFF

ANATOLE OBOUKHOFF
... and a bottle of

Yalumba

Carte d’Or

Carte D’Or is a very light dinner wine that is sipped with due regard to its flavour ... a white wine of silken smoothness ... a true Rhine-type Riesling Hock, matured in the bottle ... and quite important to remember; a bottle costs no more than cocktails for three!

Yalumba

CarTe D’or

(REISLING HOCK)

BOTTLED ONLY BY S. SMITH & SON LTD. ANGASTON
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ROMAN JASINSKY

PAUL PETROFF

YURA LAZOVSKY

MICHEL PANAIEFF
"LE COQ D'OR"

("The Golden Cockerel")

The astrologer has caught a golden cockerel, and through magic has enchanted it, so that by its means he can carry out a cunning scheme—to get possession of the Daughter of the Air, the Queen of Shemakhan.

King Dodon has called his boyards together so that "all should know how heavy mighty Dodon's crown." He seeks their guidance. Prince Guidon, his son, advises a carefree life full of laughter and dance. Prince Aphron, his second son, recommends war, and once having crushed the enemy, a general rejoicing.

Prince Aphron, his second son, recommends war, and once having crushed the enemy, a general rejoicing. The boyards differ on this question; they come from words to blows. The astrologer brings a gift to the King, the Golden Cockerel, who will watch over his kingdom faithfully by crowing loudly whenever an enemy is about to attack. Until this warning sounds, the King may snore in peace. The King, soothed, promises as a reward to fulfil the astrologer's first desire, whatever it may be, eats to repletion and falls into a heavy slumber. He dreams of a beautiful houri. But the Golden Cockerel awakens the King from his dream, and all his people draw his attention to the impending danger. The King sends his sons to war, whilst he himself settles down to sleep once again. Again the Golden Cockerel awakens him to signal a new danger, and the King himself prepares and leaves for war.

Arriving with his men on the battlefield the King finds his sons lying dead, having stabbed one another with their glaves. He weeps over them, but soon forgets about them at the sight of a fantastic tent that is arising from the ground. The Queen of Shemakhan comes out of this tent with her suite. She charms him and he takes her back to his kingdom.

When they reach his kingdom, King Dodon chances to meet the astrologer, who reminds him of the promised reward, and asks him for the young Queen. Dodon, enraged, beats him on the head and kills him. The Golden Cockerel flies down from the spire upon which he is perched, pursues the King and pecks his skull. Dodon falls dead and is mourned by his subjects. The Queen of Shemakhan laughs and vanishes.

The astrologer re-appears, he is undying, has he survived the King and his kingdom, menacingly shaking his finger in warning at anyone who may show himself as ungrateful and wanting in honesty as Dodon. And Pouchkine closes his tale with this moral: This fairy tale is an invention, but there is a hint in it and a warning to all good men.

"PROTEE"

Scene: A temple by the Sea. A group of maidens offer prayers for the appearance of the God Protee, Prophet of the Sea. Protee appears and dances. The maidens try to catch him to learn their destiny. But the God disappoints them by changing his movements and leaping back into the sea.
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MARINA SVETOVA

TATIANA STEPANOVA

GENEVIEVE MOULIN

TATIANA LESKOVA
"PETROUSHKA"

The scene is laid in Admiralty Square, St. Petersburg, about 1830. In the midst of the Carnival merrymaking, there appears an old magician of Oriental aspect, who displays to the crowd his animated puppets, Petrouchka, the Dancer, and the Moor, who perform a brisk dance.

By his enchantments, the magician has endowed them with human attributes and sentiments. Petrouchka has the most humanity of the three, and, therefore, suffers most from the cruelty of the magician, who keeps him a prisoner, aloof from human life. He feels deeply his enslavement, his ugliness and his grotesque appearance. He seeks consolation in the love of the Dancer, and is on the point of believing his suit successful, when she is frightened by his uncouth manners.

The Moor is quite different. He is stupid and spiteful, but richly attired, and the Dancer is captivated by his sumptuous appearance. She succeeds in fascinating him, but, at the moment when they are ready to declare their love, Petrouchka comes to interrupt them with a jealous scene. Furious, the Moor throws him out.

The carnival is at its height. A merchant, who is out for a frolic, escorted by a couple of gypsy girls, throws banknotes among the crowd; coachmen and nursemaids join in a dance; a dancing bear is led through the crowd by his attendant, and finally masked revellers break into a mad dance.

Suddenly cries are heard from the magician's booth; the rivalry of Petrouchka and the Moor assures a tragic turn. The puppets escape from the booth, the Moor pursing Petrouchka, whom he falls to the ground with his scimitar. Petrouchka dies in the snow in the midst of the crowd, and a policeman fetches the magician who reassures the bystanders by proving to them that Petrouchka is only a puppet, with a wooden head and a body stuffed with sawdust. The crowd disperses, but left alone, the magician to his consternation sees Petrouchka on the roof of his booth threatening him and deriding the people who have been deceived.
PAGANINI, 3 records, £1/4/- complete.
COQ D'OR, 3 records, 18/- complete.
CARNIVAL, 3 records, 18/- complete.
FRENCESCA DI RIMINI, 3 records, £2/4/- complete.
SCHEHERAZADE, 6 records, £2/11/- comp.
GOOD HUMOURED LADIES, 3 records, 18/- complete.
JEUX D'ENFANTS, 2 records, 12/- complete.
AURORA'S WEDDING, 3 records, 18/- complete.
CHOREAURHEUM, 5 records, £2/3/- compl.
FIRE BIRD, 3 records, £1/4/- complete.
PRESAGES, 7 records, £2/19/- complete.
LES SYLPHIDES, 3 records, 18/- complete.
PETROUCHKA, 3 records, £1/4/- complete.
SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE, 6 records, £2/11/- comp.
SWAN LAKE, 4 records, £1/7/- complete.
SPECTRE DE LA ROSE, 1 record, 8/- complete.

Joanne Priest
School of Ballet

The Students Training for the Ballet includes Double Work with Male Partners.

All Students' Classes and Private Lessons taken by Joanne Priest personally.

JOANNE PRIEST
• Freemason's Bldgs.,
  North Terrace
  Central 6751.
"LES FEMMES DE BONNE HUMEUR."
("The Good Humoured Ladies")

At Carnival time, ladies of a small town near Venice resolve to amuse themselves at the expense of their friends. To test her sweetheart, the Count Rinaldo, the beautiful Constanza sends Mariuccia with a letter informing him that a lady who wears a pink bow loves him. Similar bows are worn by her young friends, Felicita, Dorotea and Pasquina, and her aunt, the old Marquise Silvestra. In succession the ladies appear before Rinaldo, and each time he thinks it is his beloved. Finally, the old Marquise accepts a glass of wine from him. Declaring his love Rinaldo perceives that his companion is far from young, and would gladly escape, but the old lady is not to be denied and drags him off to the Carnival.

In the absence of her mistress, little Mariuccia arranges a supper for Leonardo, her lover, who quickly arrives, followed by Battista, and the supper is for three. The old Marquis di Luca, who also has a weakness for Mariuccia, follows. They dance, and Mariuccia and Battista give a solo; then Leonardo intervenes, but the ensemble is interrupted by the appearance of Felicita and Dorotea.

Seeing his wife, Leonardo takes flight. Pasquina is flirting with the gallant Captain Faloppa. Mad with jealousy, Battista runs after her rival.

All is quiet for the moment and the town clock strikes four.

Constanza is troubled that her aunt has enticed Rinaldo away, when the Marquis returns, escorted by Rinaldo and Faloppa. Meanwhile Leonardo and Battista have donned feminine attire. They all determine to fool the old Marquis and Marquise. First the two pretended young ladies delight the old nobleman by inviting him to the Cafe. Meanwhile, the genuine ladies have prevailed upon Nicolo, the Cafe Waiter, to disguise himself as a Prince and offer his hand to the Marquise, and she, delighted, announces her marriage with the supposed Prince. The Waiter's mask is removed and triumphant youth is convulsed with merriment.
EXCURSION RAIL TICKETS!
Issued daily within the Metropolitan Area
Issued daily—to or from a country station—available for return on day of issue only, except those issued on Friday, which are available for return until the following Monday.
Issued on Saturdays (RETURN JOURNEY FOR SINGLE FARE)—to or from a country station, available for return until the following Monday, or Tuesday if the Monday be a Public Holiday.

P. F. CHERRY, Secretary, Railways Commissioner.

"LES PRESAGES"
(Destiny)

The subject of this ballet, based on Tchaikovsky’s Fifth Symphony, is Man’s struggle with his Destiny.

The first scene represents life with its diversions, desires and temptations. In the second scene love is revealed in conflict with the baser passion which shatters the human soul. The beauty of love is imperilled, but prevails in the end. The third scene is one of savagery untrammeled, in which Destiny, for a time, is forgotten. In the last scene, the evil in man has aroused the angry passion of war.

ANTAL DORATI

MAX GOBERMAN

As you enjoy a Good Show... so will you enjoy a Good Paper if you use

Globe Bond

WHITE AND TINTED, PLAIN AND RIPPLE FINISH

For All Your Stationery
Both Commercial & Private
WHOLESALE ONLY
A. E. W. SHORT PTY., LTD.
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DIMITRI ROSTOFF

IGOR SCHWEZOFF

H. ALGERANOFF

MARIAN LADRE
Do you believe in class distinction?

Well, that depends on the 'case'—this champagne, for instance, is distinctly first class...

Leppelt's
Great Western Champagne
isn't it?